
San Diego Privacy Advisory Board
Minutes of Meeting – January 18, 2024
By Mihir.

5 members present: Ike, Pegah, Taura, Cid, Mihir

Motion to allow Pegah to be remote for next meeting.
Unanimously approved by all 5.

Khalid arrived 6pm, now making it 6 present.

Item 4: Request to review Cellbrite etc.

Presentation of BERLA
Police asked PAB to submit in writing a request for information like how many search
warrants they issue for each technology each year.
Presentation of Realquest
Presentation of Celebritte, GrayShift/GrayKey, Magnet Forensics.
Warrant signed by judge or consent of user/owner needed.
California Electronic Communications Privacy Act mandates above.
Three people currently authorized to use Cellebrite, GrayKey.
Ike question of what kind of cases they use this for; police say follow up on that with a
written request to get information. Police wants track record of requests and replies, and
wants to avoid vagueness.
Magnet Forsensics AXIOM: said its can recover and analyze.
They do not approach phone vendors to get access to phones.
Irrelevant information is still maintained somewhere.
FaSTR presentation. DNA data processor. This is then compared to other DNA profiles.
Data maintained on separate network, only criminalists in unit have access to it.
They can provide example of a DNA profile upon written request.
CellHawk, CPClear presentation.
CellHawk determines location of phone.
OffenderWatch and CSAR presentation. Database for sex offenders.
NightHawk presentation. Data analysis tool. Analyzed 31 million lines of data so far.
They are precluded from using facial recognition.

Item 5
Mission Bay and OB Pier UASI Camera System presentation. They are asking to
change the cameras.

Item 6
Votes on the 4 documents.

Able Ops Fire:
Motion by Pegah to amend this to move all discussion to appendix, since it says to



approve as written.
Yes: 3, Abstain 3 Did not pass

Next Motion: Approve with modifications given below to improve their controls as
summary states.
Also ask to comply with / respond to case law, meaning drone use should be consistent
with case law.
Video footage should be categorized into investigatory or not.
Yes: 5. Abstain: 1 (Khalid). Passes.

ICAC:
Motion to approve with recommendations listed for audit process and move discussions
to appendix. (Khalid)
Yes: 5. Abstain: 1. Passes

UAS-A:
Move to approve with recommendations listed and also include the FireAble Ops points.
Yes: 6. Unanimously passes.

UAS-B:
Motion to approve with the changes to include the FireAble Ops points and move
discussion (Q/A) to appendix.
Yes: 6. Unanimously passes.

Item 7:

Motion for Lee to be recorder.
Unanimous Yes.

Motion for Pegah to be vice chair.
Unanimous Yes

Motion for Ike to be chair
Unanimous Yes.

Item 8:
Motion to adjourn
Unanimous Yes.




